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About This Game

10 years after its initial release, Legend of Kay - Anniversary is a thoroughly remastered version of the original game: high-
resolution textures; new, more detailed character models; modern rendering techniques and crystal-clear surround sound give

this great classic a new shine.

Full of fond allusions to old martial arts films and pop culture quotes, Legend of Kay - Anniversary is both an incredibly funny
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game and a challenging action-adventure for young and old alike.

Key Features:

25 different levels with over 15 enemy types and epic boss battles.

3 different primary weapons (sword/hammer/claws) with distinct combat styles.

Various mini-games such as wild boar racing, dragon flying and wolf riding.

Online rankings: compare your score with your friends’ and compete against the best in the world.
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KAIKO, Neon Studios
Publisher:
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Legend of Kay Anniversary is an HD remake of a PS2 game from 2005 and unfortunately this remake feels like nothing but a
fresh coat of paint was added. i got all the achivments 7/10. Was looking for something like Crash or Spyro. This is definetly
not it. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUHCbWO8PjM
Legend of Kay is a mixed bag for me. I think it is honestly worth a look if you are a fan of the action platforming genre, but it
does little more than bring a somewhat unpolished entry into the steam library. "Unpolished?" Yes, there are fetch quests in
abundance with multiple legs of "find x item" that distract from the main quest.

The combat is engaging and elegant, but beware: complex combos that lock you into a string of animations that you cannot
cancel out of. Combos are hard to do even on a controller, mainly because if you are not swift as almost an immediate press, you
will be locked into a different combo than what you were attempting.

The cutscenes are fully voiceacted, as well as the supporting cast and NPCS. This is a good and bad thing as the voice acting is
hit or miss. I personally did not mind it, but my tolerance level is that I can watch some, not all, anime in english dub. Yup, so I
don't think I'm a good judge at this category. Another thing that comes up is that cutscenes are inconsistent: some are skippable
some are not.

Sound design is pleasing, but there are no intros or fades. Still, I would recommend this game for any fans of the genre despite
its shortcomings. One final criticism: the only graphical option you have on PC is brightness. No resolution, no scaling of
textures, nothing. Just gamma.. So far I must say I like this game a fair bit! It was one of those games I saw the adverts as a kid
and really wanted but never got... I got this game for 3 pounds when looking at steam keys however the 17.99 pound asking
price on steam its self is pretty shameful! If you like cheesy voice acting, classic platforming and some fairly basic combat then
I recommend looking for a better price and having a go!. Great adventure and puzzles. Great game played and remastery from
original small bugs are present but they dont make the game harder or easyer.
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A classic 3D platformer, doesn't deserve a mixed rating so posting a review. As I've seen some other Negative reviews say, I
really wanted to like this game. I love platformers and I think the game looks great, but whenever there's a conversation
happening I find myself tuning out. The game needs more gameplay and less chatting. A dialogue skip button would be nice..
The tutorial is way too long I am bored out of my mind.. I was expecting to play a classic and enjoyable action-platformer when
I first launched this game.
Well, it wasn't very enjoyable.
The plot is simple but exposition keeps getting shoved down your throat for way too long, unskippable dialogues and cutscenes
that drag on for too damn long.
The camera is pretty terrible, it gets stuck in corners, doesn't focus on ennemies during combat, at least it wasn't too
troublesome during platforming sequences.
The voice acting is a ridiculous load of crap, so is the writing, making the unskippable dialogues and cutscenes even more
unbearable.

"Look what the cat dragged in, an unpolished re-release !". Very underrated

Decent Combat and fun platforming even some good puzzles.

Almost a zeldaish type game.. A great platformer with a nice blend of platforming, hectic combat and fun puzzle solving.. i
really don't like it. reasons why:

1: the game's story is just cliches. or from what i've played it is. all it is, is just some cat kid learning martial arts. there's a
prophecy. this kid is chosen. and goes on to try and save the world.

2: the controls aren't that great. mainly, its me being able to move the WASD keys while using the mouse.

3: it just looks ugly. Goldeneye 007 looks better than this.

that's pretty much it. bye fam. Riding sequence can be annoying.
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